We investigate the prospects and consequences of the spectral level reconstruction of primordial B-mode power by solving the systems of linear equations assuming that the lensing potential together with the lensed polarization spectra are already in hand. We find that this reconstruction technique may be very useful to have an estimate of the amplitude of primordial gravity waves or more specifically the value of tensor to scalar ratio. We also see that one can have cosmic variance limited reconstruction of the intrinsic B-mode power up to few hundred multipoles ( ∼ 500) which is more than sufficient to have an estimate of the tensor to scalar ratio. Since the small scale cosmic microwave background (CMB henceforth) anisotropies are not sourced by the primordial gravity waves generated during inflation. We also find that the impact of instrumental noise may be bypassed within this reconstruction algorithm. A simple demonstration for the nullification of the instrumental noise anticipating COrE like futuristic space mission complemented with Planck 2013 cosmology has been presented.
INTRODUCTION
The existence of gravity waves was predicted long ago by none other than Albert Einstein. After a century's intermission finally we have detected the gravity waves first from a binary black hole merger (Abbott et al. 2016a ) and later from a 22-Solar-Mass binary black hole coalescence (Abbott et al. 2016b ) jointly by LIGO 1 and Virgo 2 scientific collaborations. As a consequence people are now eagerly waiting for the primordial gravity waves which are believed to be produced during cosmic inflation (Starobinsky 1979; Guth 1981) through the tensor perturbations along with the primordial density perturbations. As the size of co-moving horizon decreases during inflation, all the modes leave the Hubble radius. The tensor modes remain constant after horizon exit just like the scalar modes (Lyth et al. 2005 ). Once inflation is over the co-moving size of the horizon starts growing again and eventually all the modes reenter Hubble radius. Tensor modes with smaller wavelengths make horizon reentry early and decay very quickly ahead of recombination. As a result small scale CMB anisotropies are not affected by the tensor perturbations, only the large scale anisotropies get contribution from the gravity waves. The large scale CMB B-mode polarization are believed to be sourced solely by the primordial gravity waves (Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1997) . Accordingly, the intrinsic B-mode has very little power on the smaller scale ( 200) and we only concentrate on the large scale CMB polarizations for primordial gravity waves.
The measurement of large scale B-mode amplitude will help us determine the energy scale of inflation as it is directly related to the primordial gravity waves. But during their journey from last scattering surface to the present day detectors CMB photons encounter several over and under dense regions which perturbs their paths -a phenomena known as gravitational lensing of CMB (Linder 1990; Seljak 1996; Metcalf & Silk 1997; Zaldarriaga & Seljak 1998 ; Lewis & Challinor 2006) . As a result the CMB power spectra are modified which is the worst in case of B-mode. So the subtraction of lensing contribution from the B-mode signal is more than a necessary. The large scale CMB B-mode is the primary source of primordial gravity waves. But the transfer of power from larger to smaller scales due to gravitational lensing eludes intrinsic CMB (Zaldarriaga & Seljak 1998; Seljak & Hirata 2004) . Subtraction of lensing confusion from the large scale B-mode will certainly improve our current understanding about cosmic inflation (Knox & Song 2002; Simard et al. 2015) . So, in order to get rid of the lensing artifacts delensing is a bare necessity.
There are many delensing techniques available in the literature. Most of them rely on the reconstruction of lensing potential (Okamoto & Hu 2003; Kesden et al. 2003; Hirata & Seljak 2003; Hanson 2011; Namikawa et al. 2012; Namikawa & Nagata 2014; Pearson et al. 2014) . Some of them utilize external data set for delensing (Sigurdson & Cooray 2005; Smith et al. 2012; Sherwin & Schmittfull 2015) . Very recently, cosmic infrared background has been utilized to reverse the gravitational lensing of CMB (Larsen et al. 2016) . In this work we shall be discussing about the prospects and consequences of the reconstruction of intrinsic B-mode power through direct matrix inversion technique (Pal et al. 2014) , assuming the availability of lensing potential and lensed polarization spectra. In this process we first evaluate the lensing kernels for polarization spectra and invert them applying Gauss-Jordan elimination technique (Press et al. 2007) . With the help of the inverted kernel matrices we solve for intrinsic CMB polarization spectra. In order to estimate the error in the reconstructed intrinsic CMB B-mode power we have made use of simulation. Initially thousand realizations of lensed CMB for four different values of tensor to scalar ratios, r = 0, 0.01, 0.005 and 0.001, have been generated keeping the lensing potential fixed. We then apply our delensing algorithm to obtain the realizations of the delensed C B . The mean and the error in the reconstructed B-mode power are then calculated from those delensed realizations. To get the actual power of the intrinsic B-mode we need to subtract the delensing bias and we find that bias subtracted mean of the recovered B-mode power matches very well with the injected C B . We also find that one can have cosmic variance limited (CVL henceforth) reconstruction of intrinsic C B almost up to ∼ 500 even for tensor to scalar ratio three orders of magnitude below unity. Though we are far away to detect primordial gravity waves for r = 0.001, but the futuristic space mission in the likes of PRISM 3 , COrE 4 are promising to detect gravity waves with tensor to scalar ratio as low as 10 −3 or even a order lower. We have also found that the incorporation of instrumental noise anticipating COrE like futuristic space mission has almost null impact on our reconstruction procedure. In fact the effect of any instrumental noise may be nullified within our delensing algorithm. But, we do not make definitive remarks on this as the non-Gaussian structure of the lensed CMB, the lensing by gravity waves and the errors on the cosmological parameters have been neglected along with fact that current observations covers only 70 − 80% of the sky.
For our entire analysis we have used the following Planck + WMAP best fit ΛCDM cosmology (Ade et al. 2014) : Ω b h 2 = 0.022032, Ω c h 2 = 0.12038, Ω λ = 0.6817, H 0 = 67.04 Km/Sec/Mpc, n S = 0.9619, P R = 2.215 × 10 −9 and τ = 0.0925. We have used publicly available code CAMB 5 to compute the theoretical CMB lensing power spectrum as well as lensed spectra for the above cosmology. In our analysis we did not take into account lensing due to the gravity waves as they are expected to be very small. For the instrumental noise we have considered 225 GHz frequency channel of the upcoming satellite mission COrE.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we have reviewed the delensing through direct matrix inversion technique. In section 3 we have presented our findings for a single realization of lensed CMB along with the delensing bias and results for simulation in the absence of instrumental noise. In Section 4 we have discussed prospect of B-mode delensing in presence of COrE like instrumental noise. We summarize our findings and discuss future prospects in a brief concluding section.
BRIEF REVIEW OF DELENSING THROUGH DIRECT MATRIX INVERSION
The path of the CMB photon is perturbed due to the gravitational lensing by the potential gradients transverse to the line of sight. As a result a pointn, on the last scattering surface (LSS) appears to be in a deflected positionn . The (lensed) temperatureT (n) that we measure as coming from a directionn in the sky, actually corresponds to the intrinsic temperature T (n ) from a different directionn , wheren andn are related through the deflection angle α withn =n + α. Similarly, the polarization field is remapped according toP(n) = P(n ).
Lensed CMB Power Spectra
The lensed temperature power spectrum in the full spherical sky limit using correlation function technique can be written as (Seljak 1996; Lewis & Challinor 2005) 
where K T is lensing kernel associated with the temperature field given by the following expression
Here cos β =n 1 ·n 2 , d mm 's are the standard Wigner rotation matrices and we have defined,
with the prime denoting derivative with respect to σ 2 (β). Similarly, the lensed polarization power spectra can be obtained from the followingsC
whereC ± ≡C E ±C B , C ± ≡ C E ± C B and K ± are the associated lensing kernels for polarization given by
So, given the lensing power spectrum, C φ , one can completely determine the lensing kernels.
Delensed CMB power spectra
From Eq. (1) and Eq. (4) we see that the lensed CMB spectra are linear combinations of intrinsic spectra with coefficient matrices completely determined by the lensing potential spectrum, C φ . So, given the lensing potential one can, in principle, invert the lensing kernels and solve for the intrinsic CMB power as shown in (Pal et al. 2014) . The delensed spectra obtained by direct matrix inversion can be then written as
So given the lensing power spectrum and lensed power spectra of CMB E & B modes one can reconstruct the intrinsic power for E & B modes in a very simple manner. Also, instead of direct inversion one can make use of various numerical techniques available in the literature to solve the system of linear equations, throughout this work we have used Gauss-Jordan elimination technique. But here, one has be extremely careful how to deal with a truncated system of linear equations -as may run from zero to infinity and we have access to very few multipoles only. We shall come back to this while discussing about delensing bias in the followings.
DELENSING IN ABSENCE OF THE INSTRUMENTAL NOISE
In our following analyses we delens the ensemble of lensed polarization spectra by solving the linear system of equations for four different values of tensor to scalar ratio. We have assumed, in our entire analysis, that lensing power spectrum, C φ , is completely known to us. For delensing we first evaluate the polarization lensing kernels K ± for max = 4096. Then we find the inverses of the lensing kernels employing Gauss-Jordan elimination technique and solve for the intrinsic polarization spectra.
The Most Ideal Reconstruction
Before going into the details we demonstrate how well one can reconstruct the intrinsic B-mode power using our technique for a single lensed realization of CMB. In order to do so we generate the lensed E and B spectra for r = 0.0, 0.001, 0.005 and 0.01 along with the lensing potential using CAMB. We then calculate the lensing kernels and solve for intrinsic spectra using Gauss-Jordan elimination technique. In Fig.1 we have shown our results. We see that one can have a very good reconstruction of intrinsic B-mode power once lensing potential is known. In the Fig.1 we have shown the delensing bias for max = 1024 which is calculated by delensing the lensed B spectrum for r = 0.0. The reconstructed B-mode power spectra are plotted after subtracting the bias for r = 0.001, 0.005 and 0.01. So, we find that the solving the system of linear equations in order to reconstruct the intrinsic B mode power might be a very useful tool.
Simulating Lensed Polarization Power Spectra
Thus we see that the reconstruction of large scale B-mode power through solving the system of linear equations may be a very useful tool when there is no error in the lensed CMB polarization spectra. Now we want to see how efficient our technique is, when there is noise in the lensed CMB power spectra. Though we do not consider the instrumental noise for the time being, that will be discussed later in this work. Using CAMB we generate a set of intrinsic and lensed C E & C B for four different values of tensor to scalar ratio, r = 0, 0.001, 0.005 and 0.01 along with the lensing potential C φ . Since we are not considering lensing by gravity waves, C φ is same in all those four cases. For simplicity, we generate thousand Gaussian realizations for the lensed C B and C E spectra for each value of tensor to scalar ratio setting max = 4096.
Delensing Bias -Delensed C B in the Absence of Intrinsic B-mode Power
We first apply our technique to reconstruct intrinsic B-mode power for r = 0. In ideal situation one expects the reconstructed C B to be exactly zero. By ideal situation we mean, where we have N equations in N unknowns, i.e. the system is closed. But here, in principle, one should have N equations in N unknowns with N → ∞ as can be as large as possible. So, solving the system with finite max makes the solution biased which depends on what max we use for delensing, higher the max lower the bias. As a result one gets non-zero value for delensed C B even for zero tensor to scalar ratio. In order to obtain the true solution we need to subtract that bias from the delensed spectra we get by directly solving the linear system. So, in the absence of instrumental noise the delensed B− mode power may be read as
In this case since r = 0 we have C B intr = 0, therefore C B bias ≡ C B del | r=0 . So the above Eq.(10) can be written as
Therefor the actual B-mode power may be obtained only after the subtraction of bias from the reconstructed C B . Not only that, the actual error has to be estimated from the following equation Fig.2 we have plotted mean delensing biases for max = 1024 and max = 2048 along with the standard deviations (SD henceforth) associated with them. The mean bias is calculated from thousand delensed realizations of CMB B-mode power for r = 0. The SDs of the biases were also estimated from those ensemble of delensed spectra. From the Fig.2 we also see that mean bias is smaller when we use higher max , but corresponding SDs are almost same. Here we also note that the SDs associated with the delensing biases are almost same as that of the lensed C B for r = 0.
Delensed C B for Three Different Values of Tensor to Scalar Ratio
We now employ our delensing algorithm to the lensed realizations for r = 0.001 with max = 1024. From the ensemble of delensed spectra we calculate the mean and subtract the mean delensing bias from it to get the intrinsic 
C
B intr . In Fig.3 we have plotted the mean of the recovered C B after subtracting the mean delensing bias along with the SD and injected C B . We can see that bias subtracted mean of the recovered C B matches very well with the injected C B . Now Fig.3 also reveals that the reconstruction noise is too high to distinguish the intrinsic B− mode signal from the noise. But if we use Eq.(12) to estimate the SD for the reconstructed intrinsic C B , one can have CVL reconstruction of the intrinsic C B up to few hundred multipoles in absence of instrumental noise. In the right panel of Fig.3 we have shown the results for max = 2048. It is also obvious from the figure that employment of higher max = 2048 for delensing does not have much impact in our reconstruction process. Next we repeat the above procedure to delens the lensed realizations for r = 0.005 with max = 1024. We again subtract the mean delensing bias from the mean of the delensed spectra to get the intrinsic C B intr . In Fig.4 we have plotted the bias subtracted mean of the recovered C B along with the SD and injected C B . From Fig.4 we see that one can have CVL reconstruction of the intrinsic C B up to few hundred multipoles. Also, from the right panel of Fig.4 we conclude that using higher delensing max does not provide any different result. Finally we employ our technique for the case r = 0.01 and delensing max = 1024. From the solution set for delensed spectra we calculate the mean and subtract the mean delensing bias to get the intrinsic C B intr . As before to get the actual SD we have used the Eq.(12). In Fig.5 we have plotted the bias subtracted mean of the recovered C B along with the bias corrected SD and injected C B . From Fig.5 it is clear that one can have CVL reconstruction of the intrinsic C B beyond ∼ 500. The right panel of Fig.5 we have demonstrated the result with max = 2048. Thus, our above analysis reveals that solving the linear system to get the intrinsic C B is indeed a very powerful method, provided we have the cosmological parameters in advance specially the lensing power spectrum and lensed polarization spectra. We find that using higher max does not provide any better result and employment of max = 1024 for delensing is more than sufficient in oder to unveil the primordial gravity waves. We see that in the absence of instrumental noise it is possible to have CVL reconstruction of intrinsic B-mode power up to ∼ 500 even for r = 0.001 which is indeed fascinating. So this reconstruction algorithm my be applied for a wide range of values of tensor to scalar ratio in any noise free experiment.
DELENSING IN PRESENCE OF THE INSTRUMENTAL NOISE
In this section we repeat the above exercise incorporating instrumental noise anticipating COrE like futuristic space mission. For the rest of the work we have considered only delensing max = 1024. The noise power spectrum is given by (Knox 1995; Tegmark 1997; Perotto et al. 2006; Galli et al. 2014 )
where θ fwhm is the full width half maximum (in radian) of the Gaussian beam and σ is the root mean square of the detector noise for polarization having unit µK. For the estimation of the noise power spectrum we have considered COrE's 225 GHz channel with specifications as follows: θ fwhm = 4.7 arcmin, σ = 4.57 µK-arcmin for polarization and number of detectors = 1800. We first evaluate the noise power spectrum using max = 4096 for COrE's 225 GHz frequency channel and then generate 1000 realizations of the noise spectra.
The observed B-mode power in presence of the instrumental noise may be written as
When the observed spectrum is delensed that C B del will also contain, apart from the intrinsic signal, the contribution from the instrumental noise as well as the bias. Therefore the delensed B-mode power may now be written as
So in order to get the true B-mode power we now need to subtract the delensing bias along with instrumental noise from C B del . The detail procedure has been discussed in the following.
Delensing Bias in Presence of Instrumental Noise
As we delens the observed C B obs with r = 0 in presence of non-zero instrumental noise, the delensed spectra is again non-zero. So the delensing bias in presence of instrumental noise may be obtained by delensing the lensed spectra (after adding instrumental noise, assuming noise and signal to be uncorrelated) for r = 0. As a result the intrinsic B mode power may be found after the subtraction of bias and instrumental noise from the delensed B mode power i.e.,
where we have defined
as the delensing bias in presence of instrumental noise. So, the actual error in the reconstructed B-mode power may be written as
In estimating the bias after taking into account instrumental noise we may be able to overcome limitation imposed by our instrument. In Fig.6 we have presented the delensing bias in presence of instrumental noise, C B BN . The mean delensing bias and the SD were estimated from the 1000 delensed C B spectra for zero tensor to scalar ratio assuming COrE like mission.
4.2 Delensed C B for r = 0.001, r = 0.005 and r = 0.01 with COrE Like Instrumental Noise
Finally we employ our delensing algorithm to the lensed realizations anticipating COrE like futuristic satellite mission for non-zero tensor to scalar ratio with max = 1024. We first add the noise to the lensed CMB B and E realizations separately. Then we delens those noisy lensed realizations and analyze the result. In order to get hold of intrinsic C B intr we subtract the mean delensing bias from the mean of the delensed C B . The actual error of intrinsic C B intr has been estimated using Eq.(17). The results for r = 0.001, 0.005 and 0.01 have been shown in the Figs.7, 8 and 9 respectively. From those figures we find that the bias corrected mean and SDs of the recovered B-mode power are in good agreement with those of the intrinsic C B for all the three values of tensor to scalar ratio. Also, since we have calculated the bias after adding the noise with lensed polarization spectra, the impact of instrumental noise does not play any significant role in our reconstruction.
The comparison between results for zero and non-zero instrumental noises have been shown in the Fig.10 for three different values of tensor to scalar ratio with delensing max = 1024. We find that the bias corrected mean and SD are almost same whether we consider the instrumental noise or not. The actual explanation is quite easy to understand. We are calculating the bias after adding noise to the lensed CMB. Consequently, the impact of noise gets hidden into the bias itself. As a result, when we subtract the mean delensing bias from that of the delensed realization the effect of instrumental noise is cancelled and we have similar looking plots in Fig.10 . Therefore we may assert that the impact of the instrumental noise may be bypassed within our algorithm. Not only that this method may applied to reconstruct the intrinsic B-mode power for a broad range of tensor to scalar ratio.
CONCLUSION
In this article we have demonstrated a simple algorithm for the spectral level reconstruction of CMB B-mode power. The algorithm consists of solving the simultaneous system of linear equations by finding the inverses of lensing Figure 9 . Bias subtracted mean of the delensed C B for r = 0.01 with max = 1024 and corresponding SD have been shown. The intrinsic C B and its SD along with bias corrected SD of the reconstructed C B also have been plotted. kernels using Gauss-Jordan elimination technique. We find that one can have CVL reconstruction of intrinsic Bmode power up to few hundred multipoles which is more than the range we are searching for the primordial gravity waves, even for r as low as 10 −3 . Though our current observations are far away to make a detection of r = 0.001, but the futuristic space missions in the likes of PRISM, COrE may be able to detect signal of primordial gravity waves with tensor to scalar ratio as low as 10 −3 or even a order lower. Accordingly our methodology may be applied to those futuristic space missions as well. We also find that the incorporation of COrE like instrumental noise does not affect our reconstruction. Actually, the impact of instrumental noise may be bypassed within our algorithm. Though we do not make any hefty comments on this, as the non-Gaussian structure of the lensed CMB has been neglected along with the lensing by gravity waves, but still we are optimistic. The errors on the cosmological parameters has not been considered as well. But still one may assert that this method of spectral level reconstruction has the potential to serve our purposes in uncovering the primordial gravity waves.
The lensing induced by gravity waves may not be significant as it is expected to be very small. So it can be safely neglected. We also do not consider the fact that the observations only cover around 70 − 80% of the sky. And that partial sky coverage will bring in more noise in the reconstructed intrinsic spectrum. A more rigorous analysis can also be done by taking into account the non-zero correlation between lensed E and B-modes which seeks simulation of lensed CMB sky. But at a first go realizing the simplicity of the method, the assumptions made therein are justified for the time being. We hope to comeback with more sophisticated analysis incorporating the non-Gaussian structure of the lensed CMB along with the effect of partial sky coverage in near future.
